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Abstract
Kirwan identiﬁed a condition on a smooth function under which the usual techniques
of Morse–Bott theory can be applied to this function. We prove that if a function
satisﬁes this condition locally then it also satisﬁes the condition globally. As an
application, we use the local normal form theorem to recover Kirwan’s result that the
norm square of a momentummap satisﬁes Kirwan’s condition.
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1 Introduction
For a Hamiltonian action of a compact Lie group on a compact symplectic manifold,
a fundamental work of Frances Kirwan [6] makes it possible to apply Morse theoretic
techniques to the norm square of the momentummap. The norm square is not a Morse–
Bott function; components of its critical set might not even be smooth submanifolds.
Kirwan identiﬁes a condition on a real valued function, beingminimally degenerate, which
ismore general than theMorse–Bott condition andwhichnevertheless allows one to apply
the machinery of Morse theory. Nowadays, this condition is sometimes called “Morse–
Bott in the sense of Kirwan.”
Applying Morse theoretic arguments to the norm square of a momentum map is the
main ingredient in the proof of Kirwan surjectivity, a pivotal result in equivariant symplec-
tic geometry and geometric invariant theory, as well as in the study of the global topology
of Hamiltonian compact group actions. These techniques played a central role in the
mathematical conﬁrmation of physicists’ predictions for the structure of the cohomology
ring of moduli spaces of holomorphic vector bundles over Riemann surfaces [5].
Kirwan’s deﬁnition of a minimally degenerate function is not local: it requires the set of
critical points to be a disjoint union of closed subsets, each of which has a neighbourhood
that satisﬁes a certain condition. If the set of critical points is not discrete, then, in contrast
to the Morse–Bott condition, a priori it is not clear if one can tell that a function is
“minimally degenerate” by examining small neighbourhoods of individual critical points.
This aspect of the deﬁnition makes it diﬃcult to check whether a function satisﬁes this
condition.
Themain result of this paper is that Kirwan’s “minimally degenerate” condition actually
is a local condition: if a function is minimally degenerate near each critical point, then it
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is minimally degenerate (Theorem 2.8). As a corollary, we obtain a Morse–Lemma-type
local characterization of minimally degenerate functions (Theorem 2.9).
Section 2 contains basic deﬁnitions and the statements of ourmain results, Theorems 2.8
and 2.9. The main steps of the proof are formulated as Propositions 3.2, 3.4, and 3.5.
Section 3 contains the statements of these propositions, followed by proofs of the main
theorems. Sections 4, 5, and 6 are devoted to the proofs of these propositions. In Sect. 7, we
then use Theorem 2.8 and the local normal form theorem to reprove Kirwan’s result that,
for a Hamiltonian action of a compact Lie group, the norm square of a momentum map
is minimally degenerate. Finally, in Sect. 8, we mention some consequences of this fact.
2 Statement of themain result
We begin by recalling Kirwan’s deﬁnitions of a minimizing manifold and of a minimally
degenerate function.
Throughout this paper, we do not assume that the dimension of a manifold is constant.
That is, by “manifold”, we allow a disjoint union of manifolds of diﬀerent dimensions.
In particular, in Deﬁnition 2.1, if C is not connected, we allow N to have connected
components of diﬀerent dimensions. Similarly, we allow a vector bundle over a manifold
W to have diﬀerent ranks over diﬀerent components ofW .
Definition 2.1 Let W be a smooth manifold and f : W → R a smooth function. Let C
be a closed subset ofW on which f is constant and such that every point of C is a critical
point of f . Aminimizing manifold for f along C is a submanifoldN ofW that contains C
and that has the following two properties.
(1) For each point x of C , the tangent space TxN is maximal among subspaces of TxW
on which the Hessian of f is positive semideﬁnite.
(2) The restriction f |N of f to N attains its minimum exactly at the points of C .
Remark 2.2 In Deﬁnition 2.1, Condition (1) can be replaced by the following condition:
(1′) For each point x of C , there exists a splitting TxW = TxN ⊕ Ex such that Ex is
maximal among subspaces of TxW on which the Hessian of f is negative deﬁnite.
Definition 2.3 LetW be a smooth manifold and f : W → R a smooth function. We say
f isminimally degenerate if its critical set is a locally ﬁnite disjoint union of closed subsets
along which there exist minimizing manifolds for f
Remark 2.4 EveryMorse–Bott function isminimally degenerate. Kirwan showed that one
can apply the usual techniques of Morse–Bott theory to a minimally degenerate function
even if the function is not a Morse–Bott function.
Remark 2.5 Deﬁnition 2.3 was proposed by Kirwan [6, page 6], with two diﬀerences.
First, Kirwan assumes that the set of critical points is a ﬁnite disjoint union of closed
subsets along which there exist minimizing manifolds for f . Second, she requires that the
minimizing manifolds be co-orientable. As for the ﬁrst diﬀerence, the weaker assumption
“locally ﬁnite” is suﬃcient for our purposes; it is equivalent to Kirwan’s assumption “ﬁnite”
when the manifold is compact, as is the case for complex projective manifolds, which is
the case in which Kirwan was the most interested. As for the second diﬀerence, co-
orientability is required for many consequences (see Remark 2.6) and is guaranteed in our
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main application in symplectic geometry; it is not essential, though, when we study the
diﬀerential topological properties of minimally degenerate functions.
Remark 2.6 The usual deﬁnition of a Morse–Bott function does not require the negative
normal bundle to a critical set tobeorientable.However, toobtainMorse–Bott inequalities
for ranks of cohomology groups with coeﬃcients in a ﬁeld F, the negative normal bundles
must be F-orientable. A minimally degenerate function for which the normal bundles to
the minimizing manifolds are F-orientable similarly gives rise to Morse–Bott inequalities
for cohomology with F coeﬃcients.
Note that every vector bundle is Z/2Z-orientable and that orientability is equivalent to
Q-orientability. For further details, see [10, § 2.6].
Remark 2.7 Let M be a smooth manifold and f : M → R a smooth function. Suppose
that f is minimally degenerate. Then, for every open subset U ofM, the restriction f |U is
minimally degenerate.
Ourmain result is that the existence ofminimizingmanifolds canbe checked locally. Co-
orientability of the minimizing manifolds is inherently a global property; in the presence
of an almost complex structure, we give a condition that guarantees co-orientability and
that can be checked locally.
Theorem 2.8 Let M be a smooth manifold and f : M → R a smooth function. Suppose
that every point inM has an open neighbourhoodU such that f |U is minimally degenerate.
Then f is minimally degenerate.
Suppose in addition that there exists an almost complex structure J on M such that at
every critical point of f the Hessian of f is J -invariant. Then f is minimally degenerate with
co-orientable minimizing manifolds.
Tolman andWeitsman note in [12, p. 759] thatminimally degenerate functions “morally
. . . look like the product of a minimum and a non-degenerate Morse–Bott function”. Our
locality result, Theorem 2.8, allows us to make this description rigorous:
Theorem 2.9 Let M be a smooth n-dimensional manifold and f : M → R a smooth
function. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(a) For every critical point c, there exist coordinates x1, . . . , xk , yk+1, . . . , yn centred at c
such that in a neighbourhood of c




where g is a smooth function with minimal value g(0) and no other critical values.
(b) For every critical point c, there exist coordinates x1, . . . , xk , yk+1, . . . , yn centred at c
such that in a neighbourhood of c
f = f (x, y) = g(y) + h(x),
where g is a smooth function with minimal value g(0) and no other critical values and
h is a Morse–Bott function.
(c) f is minimally degenerate.
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3 Outline of the proofs
In this section, we outline the proofs of Theorems 2.8 and 2.9. We begin with a technical
lemma:
Lemma 3.1 LetM be a smooth manifold and f : M → R a smooth function. Suppose that
every point in M has an open neighbourhood U such that f |U is minimally degenerate.
Then the critical set of f is a locally ﬁnite disjoint union of closed subsets on which f is
constant.
Proof The deﬁnition of “minimally degenerate” implies that each point has a neighbour-
hood in which the function takes only ﬁnitely many critical values. The conclusion of the
lemma then holds when we take the closed subsets to be the intersections f −1(ci)∩Crit f
where ci are the critical values of f . unionsq
To prove Theorem 2.8, we ﬁx a manifold M and a smooth function f : M → R that
is locally minimally degenerate. Lemma 3.1 gives a decomposition of the critical set of f
into a locally ﬁnite disjoint union of closed subsets on which f is constant. We may now
focus on one such a subset, call it C . Thus, C is closed inM and has a neighbourhoodW
whose intersection with the critical set of f is exactly C , and f is constant on C . We need
to prove that there exists a minimizing manifold for f along C . We will do this in three
steps, formulated below as Propositions 3.2, 3.4, and 3.5.
For these propositions, we now ﬁx a manifoldW and a smooth function
f : W → R,
and we assume that f is constant on the set C := Crit (f ) of its critical points.
An inﬁnitesimally minimizing manifold for f along C is a submanifold N of W that
contains C and that satisﬁes Property (1) of Deﬁnition 2.1:
For each point x of C , the tangent space TxN is maximal among subspaces of TxW
on which the Hessian of f is positive semideﬁnite.
Proposition 3.2 (Inﬁnitesimal minimal degeneracy) Suppose that every point x of C has
an open neighbourhood Ux such that there exists an inﬁnitesimally minimizing manifold
for f along C ∩Ux Then there exists an inﬁnitesimally minimizing manifold N for f along
C.
Suppose in addition that there exists an almost complex structure J on W such that
at every point of C the Hessian of f is J -invariant. Then there exists such an N that is
co-orientable.
Definition 3.3 A compatibly ﬁbred neighbourhood of C is a neighbourhood U of C
together with a submersion π : U → O such that at every point x in C the vertical
tangent space ker dπ |x is maximal among subspaces of TxW on which the Hessian of
f is negative deﬁnite. The compatibly ﬁbred neighbourhood is ﬁbrewise orientable if its
vertical tangent bundle ker dπ → U is an orientable vector bundle.
Proposition 3.4 (Compatibly ﬁbrated neighbourhood) Suppose that there exists an inﬁn-
itesimally minimizing manifold N for f along C. Then C has a compatibly ﬁbred neigh-
bourhood.
Suppose in addition that N is co-orientable. Then C has a compatibly ﬁbred neighbour-
hood that is ﬁbrewise orientable.
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Proposition 3.5 (Minimal degeneracy) Let N˜ denote the set of ﬁbrewise critical points of
a compatibly ﬁbred neighbourhood π : U → O of C. Then, after possibly intersecting with
a smaller neighbourhood of C, the following is true.
(a) N˜ is an inﬁnitesimally minimizing manifold for f along C.
If in addition the compatibly ﬁbred neighbourhood of C is ﬁbrewise orientable, then
N˜ is co-orientable.
(b) Suppose that every point x of C has an open neighbourhood Ux such that there exists
a minimizing manifold for f along C ∩ Ux. Then N˜ is a minimizing manifold for f
along C.
Weprove Proposition 3.2 in Sect. 4; themain challenge in the proof is to “patch together”
minimizingmanifolds for neighbourhoods of points inC . Proposition 3.4 is a consequence
of the tubular neighbourhood theorem; we prove it in Sect. 5. We prove Proposition 3.5
in Sect. 6; Part (a) is a consequence of the implicit function theorem; Part (b) requires
additional local arguments.
We conclude this section with proofs of Theorems 2.8 and 2.9.
Proof of Theorem 2.8 Let M be a manifold and f : M → R a smooth function. Suppose
that every point ofM has an openneighbourhoodU such that f |U isminimally degenerate.
By Lemma 3.1, the critical set of f is a locally ﬁnite disjoint union of closed subsets on
which f is constant. Let C be one of these subsets. We may restrict our attention to an
open neighbourhoodW of C whose intersection with the set Crit (f ) of critical points of
f is equal to C .
By Proposition 3.2, there exists an inﬁnitesimally minimizing manifoldN for f along C .
By Proposition 3.4, C has a compatibly ﬁbred neighbourhood π : U → O. By Proposi-
tion 3.5, after possibly restricting to a smaller neighbourhood of C , the set N˜ of ﬁbrewise
critical points of π is a minimizing manifold for f along C , as required.
Now suppose, in addition, that there exists an almost complex structure J on M such
that at every critical point of f the Hessian of f is J -invariant. By Proposition 3.2, there
exists an inﬁnitesimally minimizing manifold N for f along C that is co-orientable. By
Proposition 3.4, C has a compatibly ﬁbred neighbourhood π : U → O that is ﬁbrewise
orientable. By Proposition 3.5, after possibly restricting to a smaller neighbourhood of C ,
the set N˜ of ﬁbrewise critical points of π is a minimizing submanifold for f along C and
is co-orientable, as required. unionsq
Proof of Theorem 2.9 Clearly, (a) implies (b): take h(x) = −∑kj=1 x2j .
Suppose that (b) holds. Let c be a critical point and (x, y) coordinates as in (b). By the
Morse–Bott Lemma, after a further change of coordinates in Rk , we can bring h to the
form h(x) = h(0) + x21 + · · · + x2 − x2+1 − · · · − x2m near x = 0, with 0 ≤  ≤ m ≤ k .
Then, near c, the set of critical points is
{(x, y) | x1 = · · · = xm = 0 and g(y) = g(0)},
and {x+1 = · · · = xm = 0} is aminimizing submanifold for f along this set. Because cwas
arbitrary, f is locally minimally degenerate. Theorem 2.8 guarantees that f is (globally)
minimally degenerate. That is, (c) holds.
To show that (c) implies (a), we need to express aminimally degenerate function in local
coordinates. For this we use a parametrized version of theMorse–Bott Lemma. Complete
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details of the proofs of the Morse Lemma and the Morse–Bott Lemma are spelled out
by Banyaga and Hurtubise in [2]. The parametrized version that we use is described by
Hörmander in [4, Lemma C.6.1]).
Namely, suppose that f is a minimally degenerate function, and let c be a critical point.
Choose coordinates x′1, . . . , x′k , yk+1, . . . , yn on a neighbourhoodU of c, centred at c, such
that {x′ = 0} deﬁnes a minimizing submanifold for f along U ∩ Critf , and such that the
Hessian of f is negative deﬁnite on the subspace of TcM that is represented by Rk × {0}.
Applying the parametrized version of theMorse lemma, we ﬁnd coordinates (x, y) centred
at c in which f has the desired form




where g is a smooth function. Minimal degeneracy guarantees that g must attain its
minimum at y = 0 and, after possibly shrinking the neighbourhood of c, that g has no
critical values except its minimal value. unionsq
4 Existence of infinitesimally minimizing submanifolds
The purpose of this section is to prove Proposition 3.2.
Let W be a smooth manifold and f : W → R a smooth function. Assume that f is
constant on the set C := Crit (f ) of its critical points. For every point x of C , let Ux be an
open neighbourhood of x, and let Nx ⊂ Ux be an inﬁnitesimally minimizing manifold for
f along C ∩ Ux. To prove the proposition, we need to ﬁnd an inﬁnitesimally minimizing
submanifold N for f along C , and, in the presence of an appropriate almost complex
structure, to show that N is co-orientable.
Wewould like to obtain such anN by “patching together” the submanifoldsNx. A priori
it is not clear how to “patch together” submanifolds. We can “patch together” functions,
by means of a partition of unity, so our ﬁrst attempt is to express each Nx as the regular
zero set of a function hx : Ux → Rk and to take h := ∑ ρihxi , where {ρi} is a partition of
unity on the union of the sets Ux with supp ρi ⊂ Uxi . To guarantee that zero remains a
regular value of h near C , we require that the diﬀerentials of hxi and hxj coincide at the
points of C ∩ Uxi ∩ Uxj . If this can be arranged then
{
h = 0} ∩ {an appropriate neighbourhood of C}
is a minimizing manifold for f along C .
One problem with this approach is that a regular level set of a function to Rk must
have a trivial normal bundle. So this method already cannot work in the case that f is
a Morse–Bott function and the negative normal bundle of C is non-trivial. To ﬁx this,
instead of working with functions to Rk , we work with sections of a rank k vector bundle
E. We carry out this plan in the following three lemmas.
First,weﬁnd a subbundle of the tangent bundle onwhich theHessian is negative deﬁnite.
Lemma 4.1 There exist a neighbourhood U of C and a subbundle E of TW |U , such that
at each point x of C the subspace Ex of TxW is maximal among subspaces on which the
Hessian Hess f |x is negative deﬁnite.
Moreover, let J be an almost complex structure on W such that at every point of C the
Hessian Hess f |x is J -invariant. Then the bundle E may be chosen to be complex, hence
orientable.
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Proof We will construct such a bundle E as a sum of eigenbundles of a ﬁbrewise auto-
morphism A : TW → TW , near C .
First, we will extend the Hessian of f , which is only deﬁned at critical points, to a
symmetric 2-tensorB that is deﬁnedonall ofW . For this, let {Uα}bedomainsof coordinate
charts that coverW ; let Bα be the symmetric 2-tensor onUα that in the local coordinates
onUα is represented by thematrix of second partial derivatives of f ; and takeB = ∑ ραBα ,
where {ρα : W → R} is a partition of unity with supp ρα ⊂ Uα .
Next, choose a Riemannian metric 〈·, ·〉 on W , and deﬁne A : TW → TW by B(u, v) =
〈u, Av〉. Because B(·, ·) is symmetric, A is self-adjoint with respect to 〈·, ·〉, and so A is
diagonalizable. For each x′ ∈ W , let λ1,x′ , . . . , λn,x′ denote the eigenvalues of A|x′ , in
(weakly) increasing order. For each i, the eigenvalue λi,x′ is continuous, but perhaps not
smooth, as a function of x′.
Our assumptions imply that for every x ∈ C there exist a neighbourhood Ux and
an integer kx (namely the co-dimension of Nx) such that, for every x′ ∈ Ux ∩ C , the
automorphism A of Tx′W has exactly kx negative eigenvalues.
Let Ck be the subset of C where kx = k . It is closed inW . There exists a neighbourhood
Uk of Ck in W such that for all x′ ∈ Uk the eigenvalue λk+1,x′ is strictly greater than the
eigenvalues λ1,x′ , . . . , λk,x′ . Shrink the sets Uk so that their closures become disjoint. For
each x′ ∈ Uk , letEx′ be the sumof the eigenspaces ofA|x′ : Tx′W → Tx′W that correspond
to the eigenvalues λ1,x′ , . . . , λk,x′ . LetU =
⋃
k Uk . ThenE is a smooth subbundle ofTW |U ,
and at each point x of C , Ex is a maximal subspace of TxW on which Hess f |x is negative
deﬁnite.
Finally, suppose that the Hessian is J -invariant. By averaging, we can arrange the tensor
B and the Riemannianmetric 〈·, ·〉 to be J -invariant as well. The automorphismA : TW →
TW is then complex linear, so its eigenbundles are J -invariant, and E is a complex, and
hence orientable, vector bundle. unionsq
Let h : U → E|U be a smooth section of a vector bundle E, and let x ∈ U be a point
where this section vanishes. The vertical diﬀerential of h at x,
dV h : TxW → Ex,
is the composition of the diﬀerential dh|x : TxW → T(x,0)E with the projection to the
second factor in the decomposition
T(x,0)E ∼= T(x,0)
(
the zero section of E
) ⊕ T(x,0)
(
the ﬁbre Ex of E
)
∼= TxW ⊕ Ex.
In the second lemma, we ﬁnd an appropriate section of the bundle E of Lemma 4.1
whose zero set will give us the desired submanifold N .
Lemma 4.2 Let U be a neighbourhood of C and E a subbundle of TW |U , such that at
each point x of C the subspace Ex of TxW is maximal among subspaces on whichHess f |x
is negative deﬁnite.
Then, after possibly shrinking U to a smaller neighbourhood of C, there exists a smooth
section h : U → E|U that vanishes on C and such that at each critical point x ∈ C the
restriction to Ex of the vertical diﬀerential of h is the identity map on Ex and Hess f |x is
positive semideﬁnite on ker(dV h|x).
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Proof Recall that, for each x ∈ C , Ux is a neighbourhood of x and Nx ⊂ Ux is an
inﬁnitesimally minimizing manifold for f along C ∩ Ux.
Let x ∈ C . Let
ϕ : U ′x → Rn
be a coordinate chart on a neighbourhood U ′x of x in Ux ∩ U in which the submanifold
Nx is given by the equations ϕ1 = . . . ϕk = 0. Because TxNx is complementary to Ex, after
possibly shrinking U ′x, the diﬀerentials of ϕ1, . . . ,ϕk give a trivialization of E|U ′x :
E|U ′x → Rk .
Let
hx : U ′x → E|U ′x
be the section whose composition with the trivialization E|U ′x → Rk is the map
(ϕ1, . . . ,ϕk ). Then hx vanishes on C ∩ U ′x, and, at each x′ ∈ C ∩ U ′x, the restriction to
Ex′ of the vertical diﬀerential dV hx|x′ is the identity map on Ex′ , and Hess f |x′ is positive
semideﬁnite on ker(dV hx|x′ ).





where {ρα : U ′ → R} is a partition of unity with supp ρα ⊂ U ′xα . Then h satisﬁes the
required properties.
Indeed, let x′ ∈ C ∩ U ′. Then h(x′) = ∑α ραhxα (x′). Since hxα (x′) = 0 for each α, we
get that h(x′) = 0. Choosing a local trivialization of E near x′ and identifying sections of E




ραdhxα |x′ (v) + hxα (x′)dρα|x′ (v).
Because hxα (x′) = 0 for every α, we get dV h|x′ =
∑
α ραdV hxα|x′. The required proper-
ties of dV h|x′ follow from the analogous properties of dV hxα|x′. (This uses the following
linear algebra fact. Let V be a vector space, B a symmetric bilinear form on V , and E a
subspace ofV on which B is negative deﬁnite. For every α, letHα : V → E be a projection
map such that B is positive semideﬁnite on ker Hα . Let H = ∑α ραHα , where ρα are
non-negative real numbers with sum 1. Then H : V → E is a projection map such that B
is positive semideﬁnite on ker H .)
this expression becomes
∑
α ραdhxα |x′ (v). Let v = (v1, . . . , vk ) be the expression of v
with respect to the chosen coordinates. If v ∈ Ex′ , then dhxα |x′ (v) = v for each α; this
implies that dhx′ (v) = v, as required. unionsq
Finally, we use the zero set of the section found in Lemma 4.2 to obtain an inﬁnitesimally
minimizing submanifold N for f along C .
Lemma 4.3 Let U be a neighbourhood of C and E a subbundle of TW |U , such that at
each point x of C the subspace Ex of TxW is maximal among subspaces on whichHess f |x
is negative deﬁnite.
Let h : U → E|U be a smooth section that vanishes on C and such that at each critical
point x ∈ C the restriction to Ex of the vertical diﬀerential of h is the identity map on Ex
and Hess f |x is positive semideﬁnite on ker(dV h|x).
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Then, after possibly shrinking the neighbourhood U of C, the set N = h−1(0) is an
inﬁnitesimally minimizing submanifold for f along C.
If in addition E is an orientable vector bundle, then N is co-orientable.
Proof Fix a point x ∈ C , and trivialize E in a neighbourhood Ux of x. In terms of this
trivialization, h becomes a map from Ux to Rk . The hypotheses guarantee that the diﬀer-
ential of h at x is onto. By the implicit function theorem, after possibly shrinking Ux, the
intersection Ux ∩ h−1(0) is a submanifold of Ux. So we have shown that every point in
C has a neighbourhood Ux whose intersection with N = h−1(0) is a submanifold of Ux.
After possibly shrinking U , we obtain that N itself is a submanifold of U .
Let x ∈ C . By the implicit function theorem, TxN = ker(dV h|x). Because Hess f |x is
positive semideﬁnite on this space andnegativedeﬁnite onEx, andbecause these spaces are
complementary, TxN is maximal among subspaces of TxW on which Hessf |x is positive
semideﬁnite.
Finally, we note that if E is an orientable vector bundle, thenN is co-orientable. Indeed,
we have constructedN so that its normal bundle is the pullback of E, and co-orientability
is precisely orientability of the normal bundle. unionsq
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.2.
5 Compatibly fibrating neighbourhood
The purpose of this section is to prove Proposition 3.4.
LetW be a smooth manifold and f : W → R a smooth function. Assume that f is con-
stant on the set C := Crit (f ) of its critical points. Let N be an inﬁnitesimally minimizing
manifold for f along C . To prove the proposition, we need to ﬁnd a compatibly ﬁbred
neighbourhood for C , which is ﬁbrewise orientable if N is co-orientable.
Clearly, for every point x of C , there exists an open neighbourhood Ux of x and an
inﬁnitesimally minimizing manifold Nx ⊂ Ux for f along C ∩ Ux: take Ux = W and
Nx = N . By Lemma 4.1, we conclude that there exist a neighbourhood U of C and a
subbundle E of TW |U such that at each point x of C the subspace Ex of TxW is maximal
among subspaces on which the Hessian of f is negative deﬁnite.
The exponential map with respect to any Riemannianmetric identiﬁes a disc subbundle
of E|N∩U with a (tubular) neighbourhood U ′ of N ∩ U in U . Let π : U ′ → N ∩ U be the
corresponding projection map. For each x ∈ C , the tangent to the ﬁbre of π at x is Ex,
which is maximal among subspaces of TxW on which the Hessian of f is negative deﬁnite.
So π : U ′ → N ∩ U is a compatibly ﬁbred neighbourhood of C .
Here,N ∩U serves two roles: it is a submanifold ofW that contains C and it is the base
of the ﬁbration π . To match the notation of Deﬁnition 3.3, we use a diﬀerent symbol for
the base of the ﬁbration. Namely, we writeO instead ofN ∩U for the base of the ﬁbration,
so that the tubular neighbourhood map becomes a map π : U ′ → O, and this map is a
compatibly ﬁbred neighbourhood of C .
Finally, we consider the case when N is co-orientable. An orientation on the ﬁbres of
the normal bundle of N in W gives an orientation on the ﬁbres of the compatibly ﬁbred
neighbourhood that we have constructed. Thus, the compatibly ﬁbred neighbourhood is
ﬁbrewise orientable, as desired.
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.4.
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6 Minimal degeneracy
The purpose of this section is to prove Proposition 3.5.
Let W be a smooth manifold and f : W → R a smooth function. Assume that f is
constant on the set C := Crit (f ) of its critical points. Let π : U → O be a compatibly
ﬁbred neighbourhood of C . Namely,U is a neighbourhood of C inW , π is a submersion,
and at every point x in C the vertical tangent space at x is maximal among subspaces of
TxW on which the Hessian of f is negative deﬁnite. Let N˜ denote the set of ﬁbrewise
critical points of π , that is, the points whose vertical tangent space is in the kernel of df .
Lemma 6.1 For every point x of C, there exists a neighbourhood Wx such that the inter-
section NWx := Wx ∩ N˜ has the following properties.
• NWx is a manifold, containing x.
• TxNWx is maximal among subspaces of TxW on which the Hessian of f is positive
semideﬁnite.
Proof Because every critical point is ﬁbrewise critical, x is in N˜ . Becauseπ is a submersion,
without loss of generality we may identify a neighbourhood of x in W with a neighbour-
hood of the origin in Ra × Rb, such that x becomes the origin, and such that π becomes
the projection map
π (ξ1, . . . , ξa, η1, . . . , ηb) = (ξ1, . . . , ξa).
The vertical diﬀerential of f then becomes the function
dV f : Ra × Rb → Rb








The set N˜ of ﬁbrewise critical points is precisely the zero set of dV f . By the implicit
function theorem, to show that N˜ is a manifold near x, it is enough to show that the
diﬀerential of dV f at the origin,
d(dV f )|0 : Ra × Rb → Rb, (6.1)













































The fact that the right b × b block of this matrix is negative deﬁnite and hence non-
degenerate, implies that (6.1) is onto, as required.
This fact also implies that the kernel of (6.1) is a complementary subspace to {0} × Rb
inRa×Rb and thus that TxNWx is a complementary subspace to ker dπ |x in TxW . After a
further change of coordinates, we can arrange that TxNWx is represented by the subspace
R
a × {0} of Ra × Rb.
In these new coordinates, because ∂f
∂ηj
vanishes along N˜ and ∂
∂ξi






= 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ a and 1 ≤ j ≤ b. So, in these coordinates, the Hessian
of f at x becomes the bilinear form that is represented by the block diagonal matrix















By assumption, {0} × Rb is maximal among subspaces of Ra+b on which this matrix is
negative deﬁnite. Because the matrix is block diagonal, it follows that Ra ×{0} is maximal
among subspaces ofRa×Rb on which this matrix is positive semideﬁnite. That is, TxNWx
is maximal among subspaces of TxW on which the Hessian of f is positive semideﬁnite,
as required. unionsq
Following the notation of Lemma 6.1, we set U ′ := ⋃Wx. Then U ′ is an open neigh-
bourhood of C , the map π ′ := π |U ′ : U ′ → O is a submersion, and N˜ ′ := N˜ ∩ U ′ is the
set of ﬁbrewise critical points of π ′.
The sets NWx form an open covering of N˜ ′. By Lemma 6.1, each of them is a manifold.
We deduce that N˜ ′ is a manifold. Moreover, because every critical point is ﬁbrewise crit-
ical, NWx containsWx ∩ C ; it follows that N˜ ′ contains C . For each x ∈ C , by Lemma 6.1,
and since TxN˜ ′ = TxNWx , we have that TxN˜ ′ is maximal among subspaces of TxW on
which the Hessian of f is positive semideﬁnite. Moreover, when the compatibly ﬁbred
neighbourhood is ﬁbrewise orientable, the vertical tangent bundle ker dπ |N˜ ′ is by deﬁn-
ition orientable. But this bundle is isomorphic to the normal bundle to N˜ ′ in W , and so
N˜ ′ is co-orientable. This completes the proof of Part (a) of Proposition 3.5.
Since the vertical tangent bundle ker dπ |N˜ ′ is complementary to TN˜ ′ in TW |N˜ ′ , there
exists an open neighbourhood UN˜ ′ of N˜ ′ in U ′ and a tubular neighbourhood map
πN˜ ′ : UN˜ ′ → N˜ ′
whose ﬁbres are open subsets of the ﬁbres of π .
More precisely, let E be the pullback to N˜ ′ of the vertical tangent bundle, that is, for
each x′ ∈ N˜ ′, the ﬁbre of E at x′ is ker dπ |x′ . Choose a ﬁbrewise Riemannian metric on
U ′. Then the ﬁbrewise exponential map gives a diﬀeomorphism from a neighbourhood of
the zero section in E to a neighbourhood UN˜ ′ of N˜ ′ inW that carries the projection map
to πN˜ ′ when we identify N˜ ′ with the zero section.
With the identiﬁcation of UN˜ ′ with an open subset of a vector bundle, the ﬁbrewise
second derivative of f becomes well deﬁned onUN˜ ′ . The set of points where this ﬁbrewise
second derivative of f is negative deﬁnite is an open neighbourhood of N˜ ′ in UN˜ ′ . This,
and the fact that the set of ﬁbrewise critical points is exactly N˜ ′, together imply that, after
possibly shrinking UN˜ ′ to a smaller neighbourhood of N˜ ′, the ﬁbrewise maxima of f are
achieved exactly at the points of N˜ ′.
Abusing notation by returning to our previous symbols, we now assume that we have the
following set-up: N˜ is a submanifold ofW that contains C ; U is an open neighbourhood
of N˜ ; π : U → N˜ is a tubular neighbourhood map; the set of ﬁbrewise critical points of
π is exactly N˜ ; the ﬁbrewise maxima of f are achieved exactly at the points of N˜ ; and, at
each point x of C , we have that ker dπ |x is maximal among subspaces of TxW on which
the Hessian of f is negative deﬁnite.
Now we want to show that f |N˜ attains its minimum value exactly at the points of
C , after possibly intersecting with a smaller neighbourhood of C . For every point x of
C , let Ux be an open neighbourhood of x and Zx ⊂ Ux a minimizing submanifold for
the function f |Ux : Ux → R along the closed subset C ∩ Ux. Since ker dπ |x is maximal
among subspaces of TxW on which the Hessian of f is negative deﬁnite and TxZx is
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maximal among subspaces of TxW on which the Hessian of f is positive semideﬁnite, Zx
is transverse to the ﬁbres of π |Ux at the point x. Therefore, π |Zx : Zx → N˜ is a submersion
at the point x ∈ Zx, so π (Zx) contains a neighbourhood of x in N˜ . So ⋃x π (Zx) contains
a neighbourhood of C in N˜ . Let O′ be such a neighbourhood. By the choice of Zx, the
restriction f |Zx attains its minimum exactly on Zx ∩C . Thus, for every y ∈ ZxC , we have
f (y) > f (x). But we have also arranged that the ﬁbrewise maxima of f are attained exactly
on N˜ . So, for every y ∈ Zx, we have f (y) ≤ f (π (y)). We conclude that, for every y ∈ Zx, we
have f (π (y)) ≥ f (x), and equality implies that y ∈ C , which implies thatπ (y) = y andhence
that π (y) ∈ C . It follows that f |π (Zx) attains its minimum exactly on Zx ∩ C . Hence, f |O′
attains itsminimumexactly onC . SoO′ is aminimizingmanifold for f alongC , as required.
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.5.
7 Norm square of themomentummap
Let  : M → g∗ be the momentum map for the action of a compact Lie group G on a
symplectic manifold (M,ω). Fix an Ad-invariant inner product on g, and ﬁx the induced
inner product on g∗.
Theorem 7.1 The function ‖‖2 : M → R is minimally degenerate.
Theorem 7.1 was proved by Kirwan in [6].Wewill present here a slightly diﬀerent proof:
Theorem 2.8 reduces the problem to a local result, and we deduce this local result from
the local normal form theorem for Hamiltonian G actions.
Remark 7.2 (1) We recall what it means for : M → g∗ to be a momentummap. First,
for every ξ in the Lie algebra g of G, denoting the corresponding vector ﬁeld by ξM ,
we have Hamilton’s equation:
d〈, ξ 〉 = ιξMω. (7.1)
Second,  intertwines the G action on M with the co-adjoint G action on the dual
g∗ of the Lie algebra g.
The local normal form theorem gives an explicit formula for the G-action, the sym-
plectic form ω, and the momentum map , on a neighbourhood of a G orbit.
(2) Kirwan’s motivation for generalizing Morse(–Bott) theory was in fact to apply such
a theory to the norm square of the momentum map, as suggested in the work of
Atiyah and Bott [1]. In Sect. 8 we recall some of the consequences of this application.
(3) Suppose that G is a torus, M is compact, and M has a G invariant Kähler metric.
The compactness of M implies that the gradient ﬂows of the components of the
momentum map  are deﬁned for all times, and the integrability of the complex
structure implies that these ﬂows commute. In this case, Kirwan proves in [7] that
f ◦  is minimally degenerate for any convex function f ; in particular, ‖‖2 is
minimally degenerate. So in this case one does not need the full power of Kirwan’s
analysis in [6] nor our local analysis here.
(4) Notice that a connected component of the critical set of ‖‖2 need not be amanifold.
For example, the circle action S1  C2 with weights 1 and −1 has momentum map
 : C2 → R
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Note that this is a Morse–Bott function, and it has a critical value at 0 ∈ R. The
critical set for  is {0} ⊂ C2, which is a submanifold. The norm square ‖‖2 also
has a critical value at 0, and for the norm square, the critical set is
{








which is not a manifold.
We now recall some general criteria for identifying the critical set.
Lemma 7.3 (Kirwan [6, §3]) Let β = (p). Let Tβ be the closure in G of the one parameter
subgroup that is generated by the element of g that corresponds to β by the inner product.
Let h denote the Lie algebra of the stabilizer of p; let h∗ be its dual, embedded in g∗ by the
inner product. The following conditions are equivalent.
(i) p ∈ Crit ‖‖2.
(ii) β ⊥ image d|p.
(iii) β ∈ h∗.
(iv) p is ﬁxed by Tβ .
Proof Since ‖‖2 = 〈,〉, we have d‖‖2 = 2〈d,〉. So
d‖‖2|p(v) = 2〈d|p(v),(p)〉.
This vanishes for all v ∈ TpM exactly if every element in the image of d|p : TpM → g∗
is perpendicular to (p). This shows that (i) is equivalent to (ii).
The subset of g∗ that is identiﬁed with h∗ by the inner product is exactly the orthocom-
plement of the annihilator h0 of h in g∗. But, since h is the Lie algebra of the stabilizer of p,
the image of d|p : TpM → g∗ is exactly equal to h0; this is a consequence of Hamilton’s
equation for themomentummap and the non-degeneracy of the symplectic formω. Thus,
(ii) is equivalent to (iii).
Consider the isomorphism g∗ −→ g that is induced by the inner product. Let β̂ denote
the image of β . Then Tβ is the closure of the one parameter subgroup generated by β̂ ,
and so (iv) is equivalent to the condition that β̂ belong to the inﬁnitesimal stabilizer at p.
Applying the isomorphism g → g∗, the relation β̂ ∈ h becomes (iii). unionsq
Example 7.4 We consider the linear action T 2  C3 with weights (1, 0), (0, 1) and (1,−1):
(a, b) · (z1, z2, z3) = (az1, bz2, ab−1z3).
The quadratic momentum map for this action is
Q : C3 → R2











We shift it by (−3, 1), to obtain the momentum map













The momentum image is shown in Fig. 1.
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(0,0)





. The lines are critical values for , and the
large dots are the critical values for ||||2
A point (z1, z2, z3) ∈ C3 is a critical point for ||||2 if and only if it satisﬁes one of the
following conditions:
(i) z1 = z2 = z3 = 0;
(ii) z1 = z2 = 0 and |z3|
2
2 = 2;
(iii) z2 = z3 = 0 and |z1|
2
2 = 3; or









We note that Condition (i) describes a single point, and each of Conditions (ii) and
(iii) describes a single one-dimensional T 2-orbit. Condition (iii) does not deﬁne an entire
-level set, but each of the other conditions does. Condition (iv) deﬁnes a principal T 2
bundle over (the reduced space, which is) a two-sphere.
Let T : M → t∗ denote the momentum map for a maximal torus T of G; thus, T
is the composition of  : M → g∗ with the natural projection g∗ → t∗. Using the inner
product, we also view t∗ as a subspace of g∗.
Lemma 7.5 (Kirwan [6, Lemma 3.1]) Suppose that(p) ∈ t∗. Then p ∈ Crit ‖‖2 if and
only if p ∈ Crit ‖T‖2.
Proof Let β = (p), and let Tβ denote the closure in G of the one parameter subgroup
that is generated by the element of g that corresponds to β by the inner product. The
assumption that β ∈ t∗ implies that Tβ is contained in T . The lemma then follows from
the equivalence of (i) and (iv) in Lemma 7.3, applied to  and to T . unionsq
In preparation for proving Theorem 7.1, we will examine linear symplectic actions of
compact Lie groups. We start with torus actions.
Recall that, for a torus T with Lie algebra t and dual space t∗, the characters (homomor-
phisms T → S1) are determined by their diﬀerentials at the identity. Having identiﬁed
the Lie algebra of S1 with R, these diﬀerentials form the weight lattice t∗
Z
in t∗.
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Lemma 7.6 Fix a linear symplectic action of a torus T on a symplectic vector space V . Fix






That is, for every weight μ ∈ t∗
Z
, denoting the corresponding character T → S1 by
a → aμ, we have
Vμ =
{
z ∈ V ∣∣ a · z = aμz for all a ∈ T } .
(1) Let T : V → t∗ be a momentum map for the T action on V . Fix an inner product





(2) Let Q : V → h∗ be the quadratic momentum map for a linear symplectic action of
a compact Lie group H that commutes with the T action and preserves the complex










Proof of Part (1) of Lemma 7.6 We can take the indexing set for the decomposition into
weight spaces to be W := {μ ∈ tZ | Vμ = {0}
}
. Because V is ﬁnite dimensional, this set is
ﬁnite.




zμ, zμ ∈ Vμ,
we have





By the equivalence of (i) and (ii) in Lemma 7.3, we have that z ∈ Crit ‖T‖2 if and only
if T (z) ⊥ image dT |z . By the above formula for the momentum map, T (z) belongs
to the aﬃne space
β + span{μ | zμ = 0},
and image dT |z is the corresponding linear space span{μ | zμ = 0}. So the condition
T (z) ⊥ image dT |z holds if and only if T (z) is the foot of the perpendicular from the
origin to the aﬃne space.
For every subset I of W , let βI denote the foot of the perpendicular from the origin in
t∗ to the aﬃne space β + span{μ |μ ∈ I}. Then T (Crit ‖T‖2) is contained in the ﬁnite
set {βI | I ⊂ W}. This proves Part (1) of Lemma 7.6. unionsq
Proof of Part (2) of Lemma 7.6 Denote the h-action on V by ξ : z → ξ · z for ξ ∈ h. Then
the quadratic momentum map is
Q(z) = 12B(z, z), (7.2)
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where B is the (symmetric) h∗ valued bilinear form whose components are given by
Bξ (u, v) = ω(ξ · u, v) for all ξ ∈ h. (7.3)
The weight spaces Vμ are H-invariant; this follows from the fact that the H action
commutes with the T action, and it implies that
for any μ ∈ W and ξ ∈ h, if zμ ∈ Vμ then also ξ · zμ ∈ Vμ. (7.4)
The spaces Vμ are symplectically orthogonal:
for any μ1 = μ2, if ζ1 ∈ Vμ1 and ζ2 ∈ Vμ2 , then ω(ζ1, ζ2) = 0. (7.5)
By (7.3), (7.4), and (7.5),
whenever μ1 = μ2, we have B(zμ1 , zμ2 ) = 0. (7.6)
Now,




















Q(zμ) by (7.2) and (7.6).
This proves Part (2) of Lemma 7.6.
Next, we examine linear symplectic actions of possibly non-abelian compact Lie groups,
with attention to a neighbourhood of the origin.
Lemma 7.7 Let  : V → h∗ be a momentum map for a linear symplectic action of a
compact Lie group H on a symplectic vector space V . Fix an Ad-invariant inner product
on h. Then there exist
• an H invariant linear subspace N of V ,
• an H invariant closed connected subset C of N that contains the origin, and
• an open neighbourhood U of C in V ,
such that
(1) N is a minimizing manifold for ‖‖2 along C, and
(2) the intersection of U with the critical set Crit ‖‖2 is exactly C.
Construction of C and N for Lemma 7.7 Let β = (0). Then
(·) = β + Q(·), (7.7)
where Q : V → h∗ is the quadratic momentum map. Because  is equivariant, β ∈ h∗ is
ﬁxed under the co-adjoint action of H .
Let Tβ denote the closure in H of the one parameter subgroup that is generated by the
element of h that is identiﬁed with β by the inner product. For each weight μ ∈ (tβ )∗Z,
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let Vμ = {μ ∈ V | a · z = aμz for all a ∈ Tβ} with respect to an H-invariant compatible
complex structure. The deﬁnition of Tβ implies that if 〈μ,β〉 = 0 then all the vectors in
Vμ are ﬁxed by Tβ and so μ = 0. So we can write the weight space decomposition as










C = Q−1(0) ∩ VTβ
and





Because β is ﬁxed under the co-adjoint action of H , the torus Tβ is contained in the
centre ofH , so theweight spacesVμ areH invariant. SoN is anH invariant linear subspace
of V , and C is anH invariant closed (conical, hence) connected subset of N that contains
the origin. unionsq
Proof of Part (1) of Lemma 7.7 We will now show that N is a minimizing manifold for
‖‖2 along C .




















|zμ|2〈μ,β〉 + ‖Q(z)‖2 by (7.8). (7.9)
Now suppose that z ∈ N . Then





From (7.9), we get that
‖(z)‖2 ≥ ‖β‖2,
with equality if and only if
|zμ|2〈μ,β〉 = 0 for all μ and Q(z) = 0. (7.10)
The ﬁrst of these two conditions holds if and only if z ∈ VTβ . Thus, the conditions (7.10)
hold exactly if z ∈ C .
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We have shown that ‖(·)‖2|N ≥ ‖β‖2, with equality exactly at the points of C . That
is, N satisﬁes the second of the two conditions for being a minimizing manifold for ‖‖2
along C .
Because ‖(·)‖2|N attains its minimum exactly at the points of C , the Hessian
Hess ‖‖2|TxN is positive semideﬁnite at every x ∈ C . It remains to show that, for all
x ∈ C , the Hessian Hess ‖‖2 is negative deﬁnite on a subspace of TxV that is comple-





natural identiﬁcation of V with TxV . Thus, for x ∈ C , we need to show that the Hessian
of the map
(





is negative deﬁnite at ζ = 0.
Consider










|ζμ|2〈μ,β〉 if 〈μ,β〉 < 0
0 otherwise.
(7.11)
Part (2) of Lemma 7.6, applied to the actions of Tβ and of H on V , gives Q(x + ζ ) =
Q(x) + Q(ζ ). Because x ∈ C , we have Q(x) = 0. So
Q(z) = Q(ζ ). (7.12)
Substituting (7.11) and (7.12) into (7.9), we get




|ζμ|2〈μ,β〉 + ‖Q(ζ )‖2.
Because ζ → ‖Q(ζ )‖2 is homogeneous of degree four, the Hessian of the map ζ →






It is negative deﬁnite, as required. This proves that N also satisﬁes the ﬁrst of the two
conditions for being a minimizing submanifold for ‖‖2 along C . This completes the
proof of Part (1) of Lemma 7.7. unionsq
Proof of Part (2) of Lemma 7.7 Let T be a maximal torus in H that contains Tβ . Let
T : V → t∗
denote the momentum map for T .
Consider α ∈ t∗ ⊂ h∗, and suppose that α is in (Crit ‖‖2). Take any z ∈ Crit ‖‖2
with (z) = α. Because (z) ∈ t∗,
• z ∈ Crit (‖‖2) if and only if z ∈ Crit (‖T‖2), by Lemma 7.5;
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• (z) = T (z).
Thus, α is also in T (Crit ‖T‖2).
By Part (1) of Lemma 7.6, applied to the T action on V , the set of such α is ﬁnite. Note
that this set contains β . So we can write
(Crit ‖‖2) ∩ t∗ = {β ,α1, . . . ,αm},
where α1, . . . ,αm are diﬀerent from β . Because Crit ‖‖2 isH invariant and the momen-
tum map is H equivariant, we conclude that




The co-adjoint orbits Ad∗(H )(αj) are closed in h∗ and do not contain β , so a suﬃciently
small neighbourhood of β in g∗ does not meet any of these orbits. Let U be the preimage
in V of such an open neighbourhood of β . Then
U ∩ Crit ‖‖2 = −1(β) ∩ Crit ‖‖2
= Q−1(0) ∩ Crit ‖‖2 by (7.7)
= Q−1(0) ∩ VTβ by the equivalence of (i) and (iv) in Lemma 7.3
= C,
as required.
This completes the proof of Part (2) of Lemma 7.7. unionsq
Next, we consider Hamiltonian G models such as those that occur in the local normal
form theorem. We will need to keep track only of the G action and momentum map on
these models.
Definition 7.8 Fix a compact Lie group G, an Ad(G) invariant inner product on its Lie
algebra g, and the corresponding Ad∗(G) invariant inner product on the dual space g∗. A
Hamiltonian G model is a manifold Y , equipped with a map
Y : Y → g∗,
that are obtained from the following construction.
Fix an element β ∈ g∗. Let Gβ be the stabilizer of β under the co-adjoint action ofG on
g∗ and gβ the Lie algebra of Gβ . Let H be a closed subgroup of Gβ . Let V be a symplectic
vector space on which H acts linearly and symplectically with a quadratic momentum
map
Q : V → h∗.
Set
Y = G ×H (V × (gβ/h)∗). (7.13)
Here, H acts on V through the given action and on (gβ/h)∗ through the co-adjoint
representation, and Y is the quotient of G × V × (gβ/h)∗ by the H action
H  a : (g, z, ν) → (ga−1, a · z, a · ν).
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For [g, z, ν] in the model G ×H (V × (gβ/h)∗), set
Y ([g, z, ν]) = Ad∗(g) (β + Q(z) + ν) ,
where h∗ and (gβ/h)∗ are identiﬁed with subspaces of g∗ through the given Ad∗(G)-
invariant inner product.
A Hamiltonian G model Y = G ×H (V × (gβ/h)∗) is centred if it satisﬁes one, hence
both, of the following equivalent conditions.
• The value β is ﬁxed by Ad∗(G).
• The torus Tβ is contained in the centre of G.
Remark 7.9 On any Hamiltonian G model Y = G ×H (V × (gβ/h)∗) there exists a G-
invariant closed two-form ωY that is non-degenerate at the basepoint [1, 0, 0] and for
which the map Y : Y → g∗ is a momentum map. If the model is centred, there exists
such a ωY that is everywhere non-degenerate, and the central orbit G · [1, 0, 0] in Y is
isotropic with respect to ωY .
We now examine centred Hamiltonian G models.
Lemma 7.10 Fix a centred Hamiltonian G model Y with momentum map
Y : Y → g∗.
Assume that the basepoint [1, 0, 0] of Y is a critical point for ‖Y ‖2. Then there exist
• a G invariant closed connected subset C of Y that contains the basepoint [1, 0, 0],
• a G invariant closed connected submanifold N of Y that contains C, and
• a G invariant open neighbourhood U of C in Y ,
such that
(1) N is a minimizing manifold for ‖Y ‖2 along C, and
(2) the intersection of U with the critical set Crit ‖Y ‖2 is exactly C.
Proof By the equivalence of (i) and (iii) in Lemma 7.3, applied to the basepoint [1, 0, 0] in
the model Y , the condition that [1, 0, 0] is critical for ‖Y ‖2 is equivalent to
β ∈ h∗.
(Recall that we have identiﬁed h∗ with a subspace of g∗.)
Because β is ﬁxed by Ad∗(H ) (as an element of g∗ and hence as an element of h∗),
β + Q(·)
is an (equivariant) momentum map for the H action on V . Applying Lemma 7.7 to it,
let NH be an H invariant subspace of V , let CH be a closed connected subset of NH that
contains the origin such that NH is a minimizing manifold for ‖β + Q(·)‖2 along CH ,
and let UH be an H invariant open neighbourhood of CH in V whose intersection with
Crit ‖β + Q(·)‖2 is exactly CH .
Set





C = G ×H (CH × {0}) ,
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and






‖Y ([g, z, ν])‖2 = ‖β + Q(z) + ν‖2 = ‖β + Q(z)‖2 + ‖ν‖2. (7.14)
The ﬁrst equality is by the formula forY and since the norm on g∗ is Ad∗(G) invariant.
The second equality is becauseβ andQ(z) are in h∗ and ν is in (gβ/h)∗, which, as a subspace
of g∗, is orthogonal to h∗. From (7.14), we deduce that
[g, z, ν] ∈ Crit ‖Y ‖2 if and only if ν = 0 and z ∈ Crit ‖β + Q(·)‖2. (7.15)
The properties of CH and UH , and (7.15), imply that C is closed in the model Y and U
is a neighbourhood of C in the model Y whose intersection with Crit ‖Y ‖2 is equal to
C .
Because ‖β +Q(·)‖2|NH attains its minimum exactly on CH , and by (7.14), we conclude
that ‖Y ‖2|N attains its minimum exactly on C . So N satisﬁes the second of the two
conditions for being a minimizing manifold for ‖Y ‖2 along C .
As in the proof of Lemma 7.7, let EH be anH invariant complementary subspace toNH
in V , such that, for any xH ∈ CH , the Hessian at ζ = 0 of the function
(ζ → ‖β + Q(xH + ζ )‖2) : EH → R (7.16)
is negative deﬁnite. Now take an arbitrary point of C ; write it as x = [g, xH , 0] with g ∈ G
and xH ∈ CH . The map ζ → [g, xH + ζ , 0], from a suﬃciently small neighbourhood of
the origin in EH to Y , provides a transverse slice to N at x. The pullback of ‖Y ‖2 by this
map is the map (7.16), whose Hessian at ζ = 0 is negative deﬁnite. So N also satisﬁes the
ﬁrst of the two conditions for being a minimizing manifold for ‖Y ‖2 along C . unionsq
We now examine Hamiltonian G models that are not necessarily centred.
Lemma 7.11 Fix a Hamiltonian G model Y with momentum map
Y : Y → g∗.
Assume that the basepoint [1, 0, 0] of Y is a critical point for Y . Then there exist
• a G invariant closed connected subset C of Y that contains the basepoint [1, 0, 0],
• a G invariant closed connected submanifold N of Y that contains C, and
• a G invariant open neighbourhood U of the basepoint [1, 0, 0] in Y ,
such that
(1) N is a minimizing manifold for ‖Y ‖2 along C, and
(2) the intersection of U with the critical set Crit ‖Y ‖2 is exactly U ∩ C.
Proof We use the notation of Deﬁnition 7.8. We have the centred HamiltonianGβ model
Y ′ = Gβ ×H (V × (gβ/h)∗)
with the momentum map
′ : Y ′ → g∗β , ′([g, z, ν]) = Ad∗(g)(β + V (z) + ν).
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We can identify
Y = G ×Gβ Y ′, (7.17)
exhibiting Y as bundle with ﬁbre Y ′ and base G/Gβ . (The base is also naturally identiﬁed
with the co-adjoint orbit through β .)
Let Ug∗β be a Gβ invariant neighbourhood of β in g
∗
β , (where we have identiﬁed g∗β with
a subspace of g∗,) that is suﬃciently small so that the “sweeping map”
(
[g, η] → Ad∗(g)(η)) : G ×Gβ Ug∗β → g∗ (7.18)
is a G equivariant open embedding.
The restriction of
Y : Y → g∗





(with the identiﬁcation (7.17)) is given by the composition of the map
(
[g, y′] → [g,′(y′)]) : G ×Gβ Y ′ → G ×Gβ g∗β
with the open embedding (7.18). So, for any y′ ∈ ′−1(Ug∗β ), we have
[g, y′] ∈ Crit ‖Y ‖2 if and only if y′ ∈ Crit ‖′‖2.
In particular, because the basepoint [1, 0, 0] of Y is critical for ‖Y ‖2, the basepoint
[1, 0, 0] of Y ′ is also critical for ‖′‖2. (Alternatively, this fact follows from the equivalence
of (i) and (iii) in Lemma 7.3, applied to the basepoint [1, 0, 0] in the model Y ′ and to the
basepoint [1, 0, 0] in the model Y . In both cases, being critical for the norm squared of the
momentum map is equivalent to β ∈ h∗, where we embed h∗ ⊂ g∗β ⊂ g∗.)
Applying Lemma 7.10 to the centred HamiltonianGβ model Y ′, letC ′ be aGβ invariant
closed connected subset of Y ′ that contains the basepoint [1, 0, 0], letN ′ be aGβ invariant
closed connected submanifold of Y ′ that contains C ′, and let U ′ be a Gβ invariant open
neighbourhood of C ′ in Y ′, such that
(1) N ′ is a minimizing manifold for ‖′‖2 along C ′, and
(2) the intersection of U ′ with the critical set Crit ‖′‖2 is exactly C ′.
With the identiﬁcation (7.17), set
C = G ×Gβ C ′
and
N = G ×Gβ N ′.
Then C is a G invariant closed connected subset of Y that contains the basepoint
[1, 0, 0], and N is a G invariant closed connected submanifold of Y that contains C .
Because ‖Y ([g, y′])‖2 = ‖′(y′)‖2, the fact that N ′ is a minimizing manifold for ‖′‖2
along C ′ implies that N is a minimizing manifold for ‖Y ‖2 along C .
Set
U = G ×Gβ
(
U ′ ∩ ′−1(Ug∗β )
)
.
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As noted earlier, for y = [g, y′] ∈ U , we have
y ∈ Crit ‖Y ‖2 if and only if y′ ∈ Crit ‖′‖2.
The fact that U ′ ∩ Crit ‖′‖2 = C ′ then implies that U ∩ Crit ‖Y ‖2 = U ∩ C . unionsq
We can now prove Theorem 7.1.
Proof of Theorem 7.1 Recall that  : M → g∗ is an (equivariant) momentum map for the
action of a compact Lie group G on a symplectic manifold M and that we have ﬁxed an
Ad-invariant inner product on g and the induced inner product on g∗.
Fix any critical point p ∈ Crit ‖‖2.
By the local normal form theorem (see Guillemin–Sternberg [3] or Marle [9]; also see
Sjamaar [11, pp. 77–78]), for each G orbit G · p inM there exists a Hamiltonian G model
Y = G ×H (V × (gβ/h)∗), Y : Y → g∗, (7.19)
and a G equivariant diﬀeomorphism
OM → OY (7.20)
from a neighbourhood OM of the orbit G · p inM to a neighbourhood OY of the central
orbit G · [1, 0, 0] in Y that takes p to [1, 0, 0] and whose composition with Y is .
Because p is a critical point for ‖‖2, the basepoint [1, 0, 0] of Y is a critical point for
‖Y ‖2. By Lemma 7.11, there exist a G-invariant closed connected subset CY of Y , a
G-invariant closed connected submanifold NY of Y that contains CY , and a G-invariant
open neighbourhood UY of the basepoint [1, 0, 0] in Y , such that NY is a minimizing
manifold for ‖Y ‖2 along CY , and such that the intersection of UY with the critical set
Crit ‖Y ‖2 is exactly UY ∩ CY .
Let C , N , andU be the preimages of OY ∩CY , of OY ∩NY , and of OY ∩UY , under the
local normal form diﬀeomorphism (7.20). ThenN is aminimizingmanifold for Crit ‖‖2
along C , and U is an open neighbourhood of G · p whose intersection with Crit ‖‖2 is
U ∩ C .
Because the critical point p was arbitrary, this shows that every point inM has a neigh-
bourhood on which ‖‖2 is minimally degenerate. By Theorem 2.8, we conclude that
‖‖2 is minimally degenerate. This completes the proof of Theorem 7.1. unionsq
8 Morse theoretic consequences
For the convenience of the reader, and to put our work in context, we now recall the
main topological consequences of the fact that the norm square of the momentum map
is minimally degenerate.
Let M be a compact manifold and f : M → R a smooth function that is minimally
degenerate. So the critical set Crit f is a locally ﬁnite union of closed subsetsC , on each of
which f is constant, and, for each such critical setC , there exists aminimizing submanifold
NC for f along C .
Kirwan developed the analytic tools necessary to extend results about Morse functions
to minimally degenerate functions [6, § 10]. There exists a Riemannian metric on M
for which the gradient vector ﬁeld of f is tangent to the minimizing manifold NC on a





the gradient trajectory for − f starting at x
has a limit point in C
}
.
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Kirwan then established the following facts. First,SC is a submanifold ofM that coincides
with NC near C . Moreover, the inclusion map C ⊂ SC induces an isomorphism in Cˇech
cohomology [6, Lemma 10.17]. Finally, the submanifolds SC give a decomposition of M





that satisﬁes the frontier condition
closure(SC )⊂ SC ∪ ⋃
C ′ s.t.
f (C ′)>f (C)
SC ′ .
In the presence of a compact connected group action that preserves f , we can choose
the Riemannianmetric to be invariant, and then the submanifolds SC are invariant and the
inclusionsC → SC induce isomorphisms in equivariant cohomology. The decomposition
(8.1) gives rise to the Morse inequalities, and in the presence of a group action, the
equivariant Morse inequalities. When f = ||||2 is the norm square of the momentum
map for a Hamiltonian action of a compact Lie group, (8.1) leads to Kirwan surjectivity
[6, pp. 31–34].
Theorem 8.1 (Kirwan surjectivity) Let a compact Lie group G on a compact symplectic
manifold M with momentum map  : M → g∗. Then the inclusion −1(0) → M induces
a surjection in equivariant cohomology
H∗G(M;Q) → H∗G(−1(0);Q).
For a suﬃciently small ball U about the origin in g∗, there exists an equivariant defor-
mation retraction from the preimage−1(U ) to the level set−1(0). If 0 is a regular value
of , this follows from the tubular neighbourhood theorem; in general, it follows from
the results of [8]. Theorem 8.1 then follows from the proof of [6, Lemma 2.18]. We note
that a key technical tool in the proof of [6, Lemma 2.18] is the Atiyah–Bott Lemma [1,
Proposition 13.4], which provides a condition that guarantees an equivariant Euler class
to be a nonzero divisor. The Atiyah–Bott Lemma may be applied to the (normal bundles
of the) strata SC , but not necessarily to the critical sets themselves.
Remark 8.2 Lerman’s paper [8] gives a retraction from −1(U ) to −1(0) which is an
equivariant homotopy inverse to the inclusion map of −1(0) in −1(U ). Usually this
retraction is only continuous and not smooth. We believe that the inclusion map of
−1(0) in −1(U ) does have a smooth equivariant homotopy inverse (whose restriction
to −1(0) is homotopic to the identity but not equal to the identity). Details will appear
elsewhere.
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